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Rev. J. Gregory Bridges-Music, M. Div.  

James 1:2-4  

Faith and Wisdom 

2 My brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of any kind, consider it nothing 

but joy, 3 because you know that the testing of your faith produces endurance; 

4 and let endurance have its full effect, so that you may be mature and complete, 

lacking in nothing. 

The children’s message was Joseph’s brothers attempting his enslavement, his 

rise to be head of Egypt, & their acknowledgment that what was evil God had 

used for good. 

INTRO – The scripture for today is my least favorite piece of Scripture – it is true, I 

live by it, and it is very difficult. Also I really like Romans 8.28 – All things work 

together for good for those who love God, not all things are good. Some are very 

bad.  Because all things God can use - & according to James, we grow through 

difficulty, not just fun times. I want fun times.  Jung – says the avoidance of pain is 

the beginning of mental illness. I must learn to live with it, in fact, embrace and 

grow through it.  

I> Troubles & trials 

- Statistics for LGBTQ youth – LGBTQ youth are 4 times as likely to 

attempt suicide in a state which has a higher than average suicide 

rate. Trans youth – almost half will attempt suicide. 85 % of LGBTQ 

youth are bullied in school with a higher dropout rate leading to 

future job difficulties , 280% more likely to be homeless with 40% of 
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homeless youth being LGBTQ.   Minority stress of being treated 

differently – only 18 states have protections, Texas does not give 

benefits to gay married couples, Alabama & Mississippi do not have 

to serve you & it is illegal to say gay in classroom in Tennessee if 

lawmakers get their way. Dear God, that’s just a little more blessing 

than we want. I sometimes feel we are your special people, but this is 

making us a little too special. 

 

B. IN Elizabeth Kubler Ross great work on death & dying she talks about the stages 

of grief –  The five stages: denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance.  

Can I use them in a way to demonstrate what we experience as a community? 

1) Denial – this will not happen to me, I will stay in the closet, I will deny who I 

am  

2) Anger – often turned against oneself – internalized homophobia, 

internalized transphobia – hateful & angry towards others, those who 

would discover who you are, or those who are like you & remind you of 

yourself 

3) Bargaining – turning yourself inside out, to please others, live for others 

(family, work) who are not turning themselves out for you & asking your 

permission to be themselves 

4) Depression – being overwhelmed, giving up, do not see a life for you 

5) Acceptance – becoming ok with yourself… 

II.  However, James tells us that pain brings strength, the ability to stand, 

emotional stamina to last. Let’s try again: 
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1) Denial – will not accept the world as is, but as it can become – earth as in 

heaven – if it was already there, I would not have to work for it 

2) Anger – at injustice, not just injustice against myself but against other 

LGBTQ people, & not against just my community because my compassion 

has grown as a result of my own experience of loss. I have a choice – to 

harden my heart or open up more due to my painful experiences. 

3) Bargaining – make bargains with God – talking to God, working with others, 

scrambling to find solutions to constant problems, that frankly my straight 

friends do not have to make in the same way, & I as a cisgender man do not 

have to make in the way my trans friends do – my wisdom grows as a result 

of them. 

4) Depression – I learn to live with pain – I do not avoid it, it will never 

completely go away – for my generation – the loss of 100000 of beautiful 

young men who died of AIDS related illness, no government mention, 

blamed for their death as punishment for their sin, hated by our country, 

those kicked out of families – we want to fix things for people, their pain 

makes us uncomfortable – I & so many of my friends, have real losses, it is 

our norm –  

We learn to live with joy & pain at the same time, to hold it, like building a 

muscle – live with loss, discrimination, prejudice. 

5) Accept it then – we are different – to take joy in it – to realize my difference 

is a gift. 

6) David Kessler—an expert on grief and the coauthor with Elisabeth Kübler-

Ross of the iconic On Grief and Grieving—journeys beyond the classic five 

stages to discover a sixth stage: meaning. There is not a reason for it. It is 
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wrong, it is evil, but we can grow and learn from it. People will say to me 

when they are suffering, “ it is alright” & I say; no it is not.  But you are able 

to reason in the struggle – you, are as James, says, stronger, you develop 

perseverance – you are able to stand with the weight of unfairness longer, 

& the things which formerly would break you, now make you.  The ‘how do 

you know you are gay/trans/whatever?” in the daily process , explanation 

of who you are to others, defending your right to be who you are, the daily 

coming out when you are public in your love and your identity... becomes a 

source of PRIDE – self-esteem, what was different is now novel.  You see 

the world broader, bigger; it is a set of muscles & skills that frankly your 

straight & or cisgender friends do not have to develop.  

You are now as James says, complete or mature.  You are perfect, not flawless, 

but made as the person God intended you to be – a tool made to do the work of 

God – not without flaws but equipped for God’s work.  Read an article about a 

young man kicked out of his home in Connecticut who ended up on the streets of 

LA, homeless, without funds.  He ended up in the LA LGBT center, got housing, 

encouragement.  Now he is a worker in that same center, helping the other 

LGBTQ youth who are at high risk of suicide, sexual assault, 280% at risk of being 

homeless. He is not to be pitied – the 17  year old expelled from the safety of his  

Connecticut home, knows now he can stand on his own, has faced the streets & 

survived, learned the lessons to have pride in him though those closest to him, 

who should have loved him kicked him out. This is now a strong young man, much 

stronger than the one who was kicked from his home. When he helps young 

people, it is not despite what has happened in his life, it is because of it, He is not 
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good at his job despite his pain & loss, but because of it.  Making meaning of loss 

& pain. Perfected & mature. 

The church population is diminishing in the US. One place it is growing, LGBTQ 

folks – not the church of the comfortable – the place where pain & loss is given 

meaning, creates tools for God in people, & gives them compassion to make a 

change.   

My hubby Mark was beaten up on the streets, homeless at one time. That is why, 

as crusty as he appears, he calls me when someone in needs a place to stay. Both 

of us have had family disown us. We should have been babysitting grandchildren 

all these years, but they are not allowed to see us. Hate is not too strong a word 

for the emotion & actions family members have because we are ourselves, gay 

men, different from them.  But we will not hate ourselves or be ashamed of 

ourselves because of what others think or feel – that is what pride is about.  And 

believe you me, that teaches us the value of family, children, a noisy church full of 

wiggly kids.  If you appreciate them when you have them, & appreciate them & 

hold them tight because others have lost theirs, believe me, you appreciate them 

even more when you lose them yourself. Pain is a great teacher. Being able to live 

with & hold that pain, & allow it to be your teacher, brings strength you never 

knew you had, makes you mature for God’s use, brings depth, meaning, joy & 

appreciation for what you do have, if you allow it to. 

Loss, grief are not just a queer thing – they are a human thing. But we preach & 

teach comfort when we often should be preaching openness to God, presenting 

the whole picture. For my friends when you bring the unfairness, the pain, the 

grief to God, God can use that which is inherently evil to make you, not break you, 
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to make you whole, complete & mature, not left feeling half human. As pretty boy 

Prince of Egypt Joseph said to his country bumpkin rough brothers who had tried 

to murder him, “What you intended for evil, God has used for such a time as this.” 

Amen. 


